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Ark my server is down

@MerxOuija @survivetheark are the servers down? @OfficialBigDub @survivetheark servers still down?? The page was last updated downdetector.com want to see if your favorite server is online? Are you trying to check if your server went down? We have a library of offline servers just for you! We also show servers that are offline for
24 hours on our regular list. This will make it easier to check if your favorite server is offline. This also has other benefits: we assume that you will restart the server or go through DDoS attacks. You will not disappear from the main server list. Note: When the server is offline for more than 7 days, it will be removed from our system.
Sponsored servers are exempted from this. Ortalio - December 21, 2020 09:35 Server Engineers takes care of all our server-related issues. The quickest way to get this resolved would be to report it here. Check out our well-known server outage releases here to keep up to date with what our server engineers are currently aware of! They
are working as quickly as possible to solve the problems and back up the servers! Customer support cannot help you get your servers in order. If you send a ticket to a server problem, we will redirect you to the link sent here. Did this article help? 21/146 found this useful See if ark is down or if there are service issues today0 According to
reports in the last 20 minutes,NovDecJanPlease won't call the support numbers below - most likely it's a scam. Be sure to report and downvote such messages. Also, do not publish your personal information. Why does my server stop on its own? I can't seem to change the settings, help you thank you for what's in your log files? What
mods do you have on your server? what settings have you tried? More information, if you really want help I'm not sure what's in my log files, I've never touched on that issue before, it doesn't seem to have a tick options. I don't think there are any mods installed on my server! I haven't changed anything to stop the server on my own, and I
can't find a button to stop it from shutting down. in the server panel, you have an option that is named log files, see if you have a crash log that Oh it did not say so, it just said that the server was restarted as requested. But every time I wake up from my dream, the server is off. Before going to bed, I left it Check your schedule assignment
and see if it's running at the same time you're sleeping. Sorry... How do I check scheduling tasks? Where do I check it? Log on to the WebUI/Web interface. Look in the lower-left corner when you select a server. It says Schedule tasks. See if the task is running when you think the server will restart. Compare a task with server logs. If it
matches, you might want to adjust it. Sorry, I went to the web interface, I still can't find the schedule task &gt;&lt; and may I ask if there is back up my server whenever I want? Then return it if I want to thank =) Contact us at this point Support. Link to | nitrado.net thank you. Note: This is only used for spam, advertising and problematic
(harassment, brawling or rude) messages. @MerxOuija @survivetheark are the servers down? Page last updated downdetector.com 2021-01-20T15:26:55-05:00 This issue does not prevent you from joining the game server, you can always join via Steam Server favorites. See here how this is happening. If you don't see your server in
Steam Server favorites, please contact us and we'll be happy to look into it. Make sure that you give the server enough time to start completely before continuing. When will I know when the server started completely? See memory quantity in the control panel, make sure Auto Update is ticked, ram level has usually stopped moving when it
is online, if it continues to grow, then most likely it will continue to turn on. Check in steam favorites after this article to see if that name appears. If slots are 0/0 or do not respond, it is likely to start further. Startup can take varying times depending on how many mods you have if the game server is on your hard disk, SSD or NVME, if other
game servers start simultaneously, or if it starts for the first time or immediately after the upgrade. So why doesn't my ARK: Survival Evolved game server appear in the list of in-game games? There are many reasons for this, check the following first:The server is fully online, see how to check above. Give it 15 minutes after it's fully booted
so it can sign up for ARK list servers as well. The server is fully up to date. To update the server, stop it, and then click the Steam update button in TCAdmin Control Panel.All mods will be updated. If you are using auto managed mods, it will check and update the mods at startup. There are no mods on the server that have not been
upgraded to the latest version. Although many times it is absolutely great that the mods are older and are not updated as the latest version of the server without causing any problems. It increases the ability of an incompatible or broken mod to prevent the server from appearing. We've noticed a few very outdated mods that prevent
customers' servers from appearing. Remove all for testing. Try changing the server name to something simpler and without special characters. We have noticed before certain names that the server list has server viability. If no password is specified on the server, make sure the Show Protected Password option is turned off for in-game
search. Did you check the above without luck? Note: The in-game server list displays only about 5,000 servers at a time. The network typically has more than 25,000 ARK servers at a time. In-game servers are randomly selected and factors. The server may sometimes appear, not others. If the connection to the game server is high. We
have that in-game servers for which you have a smaller ping-ping have favored appearing to you. For example, when we self-tested 95% of the servers we saw were less than 100 pings. Most of these are located in the EU or on the East Coast in the United States. But there are many servers in the Middle United States and further afield
that simply didn't show up for us at all. Only about 5% of the servers we saw from the 5,000 listed servers were over 100 ping. We found that some of us were able to see the server when others were not when tested at the same time. Here are a couple of tips to help you improve its ability to display in-game:Keep your server online, aged
servers, or servers with higher uptime seem to have a greater chance of appearing on the list. Increase your regular number of players by advertising on forums, social media, etc. Sign up for server listing sites like Server Ranks or ArkServers.netPummed: 13/12/2018 Ortalio December 21, 2020 09:35 Server Engineers takes care of all
our server-related issues. The quickest way to get this resolved would be to report it here. Check out our well-known server outage releases here to keep up to date with what our server engineers are currently aware of! They are working as quickly as possible to solve the problems and back up the servers! Customer support cannot help
you get your servers in order. If you send a ticket to a server problem, we will redirect you to the link sent here. Here.
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